FAYETTE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOOL OPERATIONS 2021-2022

HEALTH AND HYGIENE
- Face coverings optional for everyone
- Maintain seating charts for contact tracing for positive cases
- Quarantines based on Georgia Department of Public Health guidance
- Hygiene breaks encouraged throughout the day
- Normal pre-COVID-19 check in procedure for staff
- Cleaning between classes not required

RECESS/TRAVEL/FIELD TRIPS
- No limitations or restrictions for recess
- Travel will be permitted pending conditions at the destination
- Field trips will return to normal pre-COVID-19 procedures

ARRIVAL & DISMISSAL/SCHEDULING
- Students will arrive and dismiss using normal pre-COVID-19 procedures
- Class schedules return to normal pre-COVID-19 procedures for establishing positive classroom climate
- Bell schedules return to normal pre-COVID-19 procedures

INSTRUCTION
- Sharing of instructional materials allowed for all classes (follow normal pre-COVID-19 procedures)
- Media centers open

CAFETERIA PROCEDURES
- Full capacity or limited capacity based on school facilities
- Maintain process for contact tracing of positive cases
- Visitors: return to normal pre-COVID-19 procedures

BUS TRANSPORTATION
- Full capacity
- Face coverings required due to federal mandate

FACILITIES AND ROUTINES
- Partitions/barriers: flexibility at front desk and in classrooms
- Water fountains functional
- Locker/book bag usage determined by schools
- Building rentals to continue where appropriate
- Flexibility for desk arrangement, area rugs
- Safety/security drills return to normal pre-COVID-19 procedures

QUARANTINED STUDENTS & STAFF
- Quarantined students will participate in concurrent learning
- Georgia Department of Public Health guidelines will be followed, including quarantine of vaccinated staff
- Staff may use available leave for absences under the District’s leave and absence policy

VISITORS
- Classroom volunteers must be scheduled (follow normal pre-COVID-19 procedures)
- Location of visitors will be tracked for contact tracing purposes
- Health screening questions will remain in place

PUBLIC EVENTS
- No seating capacity limitations
- Live streaming of events recommended